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ABSTRACT
Graphic Design Work for the Band RiverLeft

The purpose of my thesis was to create merchandising and promotional artwork for
the Oxford, Mississippi-based band RiverLeft and their album “Stranger Things.” I used
the design software Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop to create album artwork,
posters, and other illustrations to be implemented onto promotional materials. By tying
all of the artwork together around a central theme, I created an identity for the band’s
marketing and advertisement around the south and beyond.
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Introduction

Principles for the Development ofa Complete Mind: Study the science ofart. Study
the art ofscience. Develop your senses- especially learn how to see. Realize that
everything connects to everything else.

Leonardo da Vinci

Ever since I was young I have been interested in art. This interest has evolved from
simple cartoon drawings to packages and posters created on the latest computer software.
It is out of this passion that I chose to complete my thesis in the field of art using my
graphic design knowledge. I plan to continue to grow as an artist both on the design and
production side of the craft. My project involves the merchandising and promotion of the
Oxford, Mississippi-based band RiverLeft and their album “Stranger Things.” I have
designed a strong logo for the band to unify merchandise, created budget-friendly
packaging for the new album, and used this logo and art on promotional materials for the
band and their music.

From Doodles to Designs
The house I grew up in is decorated with my paintings and drawings that span from
elementary school through high school. During that time, cartoons and comic book
characters filled my sketchbooks while doodles and scribbles consumed the margins of
my class notes. Little has changed now that I am an undergraduate student, including my
subject matter. The superhero drawings are more anatomically correct, the cartoons more
developed, and the once friendly animals have all become extinct, succeeded by
monstrous fish and birds. These images fall out of my head onto the page through my
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ballpoint pen as if they have nowhere else to go and if they don’t get out, they’ll be stuck
in there forever.
Only once in my life have I been estranged from art for any significant length oftime:
spring semester of my freshman year of college. I got the notion to become a doctor and
the need for labs eliminated any chance ofsqueezing in studio classes, but after two
semesters I felt like I was in a downward spiral. I realized that pushing my brain so far to
the left was making me mentally unbalanced. I enrolled in Art 101 for the following
semester, but it was not until my senior year that I officially added art as a second major.
I do not consider art a hobby or a job but rather something on par with regular
exercise. I keep my mind healthy by drawing or designing for some amount oftime every
week, and as a result, it is a major factor of my life. Canvases behind a dresser,
assortments of paper stacked on a shelf in the closet, ceramic mugs resting on the desk,
paint brushes emerging from cups and jars-my bedroom holds evidence of nearly every
artistic endeavor I have ever undertaken. For me,labels, logos, graphics, advertisements,
and any printed media are no longer seen as entertainment, but rather as typefaces, line
elements, and compositions. Packaging gets mentally deconstructed and reassembled.
Colors are broken down into spot colors, gradients, or a full color process using cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black(CMYK). Everything changes when you see the method
behind the art.
In my first week of college I was introduced to art as a job by Pat Patterson, my
father’s fraternity brother, when he asked me to work at his sporting goods store
designing T-shirts. It was my first experience with graphic design and I liked it. I enjoyed
the laid back attitudes of the design crew as well as the actual process of constructing a
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design using overlapping layers and shapes. Then, to see the finished shirt freshly printed
was an amazing and fulfilling experience. I was hooked and my education with Adobe
Illustrator ensued.
When I first began working for Pat, I was given shirt designs that weren’t fun or
interesting but would be good for learning the design applications. My color palette was
limited and often times I would be forced to change parts of designs that I liked to suit
clients’ wishes. As fhistrating as it can be, learning to satisfy a client is a necessary lesson
for a hired artist. Slowly but surely, older designers moved on to other jobs and by the
time I was a junior I had become the longest tenured designer working there. Suddenly, I
was designing the illustrious shirts that you see around campus such as Red and Blue
Week, Charity Bowl, and numerous spring fraternity parties.
My senior year I began my formal education as a graphic designer. Finally, after four
years my color palette was unlimited and my projects based entirely on my own concepts.
I churned out project after project in the beginning design class because I already knew
the program. In the next level, results were similar, but holes began to show in my selfacclaimed talent. I had never dealt with large amounts of text and had little experience
with how colors changed fi'om the computer screen to the print on paper. Project after
project turned out plain and straightforward, and though I worked hard at my craft, my
development was progressing much slower than my peers. I thought maybe I had
acquired bad habits designing T-shirts, but as my design competition entries were
rejected time and time again, I realized that my talents were much weaker than estimated.
It is this confession that is part ofthe driving force of my graphic design thesis. Whether
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or not I pursue a career in design, I intend on proving, if only to myself, that I can design
something great.
My last year of school was the first time I can say I began to understand good design. I
got to see some in contests, some in the Communication Arts magazine, and some on
websites like athreedesign.com. It helped me learn how to use certain typefaces to project
a mood, feeling or tone, and how to use color to achieve similar results. My education of
the printing and production side developed as well. I grew familiar with paper
tenninology used by printing companies along with different economical and high-end
printing solutions. The increased responsibility at myjob involves interaction with
customers on a regular basis, allowing me to improve my communication skills along
with my patience. This thesis was a challenge to utilize all of this knowledge to create
well designed pieces that fall within an economical budget, but has helped me to learn
about tools of the computer programs, templates, and new methods of production as well
as gain more experience working with a client.

The Band
The Oxford-based band RiverLeft is composed of guitar and vocals(Blake
Mogabgab), bass(Michael Saucier), drums(Jackson Purvis), violin (Cat Couper), and
electric guitar(Tom Queyha). Many times they are accompanied by other musicians
ranging from harmonica to accordion. Their sound draws much ofits inspiration from the
Dave Matthews Band and equally as much from Blake’s hometown of New Orleans.
Blake and I were roommates junior year and much ofthe time I was home was filled with
guitar and vocals belted from the main room. I heard his music grow into a full band
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ensemble and as they were finally releasing an album I was excited to be a part of the
process.
Since their first show in February^ of 2007, RiverLeft anxiously awaited the
completion of their first studio album,“Stranger Things,’' released on April 24, 2008. The
band enjoyed a dedicated local following in Oxford, MS,touring for the most part in the
Mississippi area, but hoped that the new album would give people all over the country a
chance to personally experience
RiverLeff s music. The album
emerged from the unique

Kiyerleft
Stranger things

songwriting and vision of Blake
Mogabgab and was recorded at
Tom Queyja’s studio. The Lip,
starting last August. "Stranger
Things” previewed Queyja's skill
as a music producer and featured an
array of Southern talent including

Lucas Leigh, Christophe Ambrosino (Maria y el Sol), Dave Woolworth (Kudzu Kings),
and Robert Chaffe(Kudzu Kings). In producing this album, Queyja successfully wove a
unique blend of music fi'om song to song into a cohesive professional work of art. The
complex instmmentation of songs like Incredible It, Juliet, and Song for Francis reveal
the band’s talent and Tom’s ability to organize sound into clean, beautiful music. The
natural tone of the acoustic guitar contrasted by this intricacy is a motif I tried to capture
in my designs by generating conflict and complexity through detail.
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Production Notes
For the album art, I was given a limited budget of $1500 to produce 1000 fully
constructed, poly-wrapped CD cases with a UPC barcode. My client's chosen printing
company, disemakers.com. supplied free templates which eliminates art fees from their
end and helped me stay under budget. The packaging of the album is printed on an offset
lithography press, using CMYK process to produce full color process prints. The least
expensive packaging solution was a jewel case, which is a regular, clear CD case. For the
front insert 1 chose a six-panel letter fold because it allotted for the necessaiy lyric space
while still being close to budget. The final quote for just the album packaging was $1574,
over budget by $74, but did not end up being an issue because money was saved during
the recording of the album.
The disc label is a three color silkscreen
print which accounts for its solid shape areas
and lack of photographic background. A
full-color disc label with a photographic
background would have tied into the piece
sircfngefmfngs

well, but the cost was too high for my client.
I.mi.

In searching for less expensive alternatives.

V«^ lVWr <

I considered using a black and white
photograph. However, when the black ink gets pushed through the silkscreen mesh, the
gradient is pushed through as small dots and with a high amount of contrasting values,
would have produced splotchy results. Instead, I used the shape of the logo to break up
the large solid shape and instill motion on the piece. This piece is the best example of the
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color scheme chosen for the package and branding ofthe band. The yellow is bright
enough to be inviting, but not so bright that it loses its natural feel, and the grey is neutral
to allow for the warmth of the yellow to stand out while the white provides contrast. For
now, since the printing company uses CMYK,pantone colors have not been chosen, but
in the future, if the band does well, signature pantone colors may be utilized to further
establish the branding. The CMYK values for yellow are 0%, 18%,93%,and 0% and the
grey is 74% black.
The album has a crisp sound quality that ranges from quiet guitar riffs to the full
instrumentation of an eight piece band. I did not feel like a simple vector image would
accurately depict the range of sound so I incorporated photography which offers subtlety
and intricacy that is very difficult to accomplish using a design program. Two separate
images, both taken by Milly Moorehead, a friend ofthe band from Oxford, Mississippi,
were combined into a highly atmospheric image, creating a vast expanse mimicking the
large sound of the band. The first picture, a yellow street lamp, provided the bottom
portion comprised of one-fourth of a yellow sphere. I utilized Adobe Photoshop to adjust
the coloring of the sphere to the warm yellow. The sky background came from a photo of
a canoe on a river. Conflict is generated in the piece because ofthe astronomical element
in front of an airy background. The idea that an atmosphere surrounds a planetary object
in the fashion depicted does not make sense, forcing the viewer to question their notion of
the yellow shape. The suggestion that the picture is otherworldly also helps to reinforce
the idea of a large, open sound.
The acoustic sound of the album suggests simplicity and a natural sound, both of
which 1 incorporated into the logo. A lone figure stands beneath a tree at the top of a
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crest, and wliile the viewer cannot easily distinguish what
the figure is doing, close observation reveals a fishing
pole emerging from the figure's hands. Both an acoustic
guitar and a fishing pole share technological simplicity,
but the fishing pole also has a connotation of survival in

2r things

nature by natural means, which should appeal to the free
spirited fans of their music. The theme of man and nature is a common one that I tried to
make very clear by using one man by a single tree. Two arcs envelop the character and
setting. The bottom arc creates a landscape of a hill atop which the subject stands while
the upper arc establishes a background that can be seen as either a sky or the moon. The
coloration of the logo is borrowed from the spherical shape, offering unity for the
straightforward piece.
Centered under the image is a typeface with both pointed junctures and organic curves
used to portray the band's refined, yet natural sound. Its soft cuiwes are inviting and
friendly while the crisp points suggest precision. It is not overly conservative and gives
off an exuberant vibe, which is an important factor not only to the members of the band
who feed off the energy of their audience, but for the listeners of their music who are
typically lively and enthusiastic. The right leg of the R and the vertical stroke of the L are
emphasized in decoration and size, respectively, to separate and give equal importance to
both words. The leg of the R offers motion to the word while the lowering of the L and
kerning(moving over) of eft compact the word.
I have created an airay of other merchandise and promotional products to help solidify
the band's image, such as vinyl stickers of the logo applied to a bass dium head, drum
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sticks, and guitar picks. The bass drum head help the audience equate the sound ofthe
band to their name and logo, and the guitar picks and drum sticks provide the band with
an easily replaceable keepsake to send home with a few lucky viewers. A unisex T-shirt
and one designed specifically for women could be sold at shows along with stickers and
buttons to help make money and spread continued advertisements whenever someone
wears the shirt or puts a sticker on their car. Since the stickers and buttons have a limited
viewing space, a CMYK process print produced more powerful images; however, on the
T-shirts a one color silkscreen helped cut costs.
RiverLeft requested a nonspecific poster that could be printed on inexpensive paper.
The purpose of this poster was to allow the band to use it for any show,so it had to
incorporate a space for dates and locations to be written. The biggest challenge was that
the client requested that the album artwork be put on the poster, which is dominated by
rich and dark colors. I used the same background on the poster as on the album art, put
the largest emphasis on the logo, and drew a yellow ribbon with two sections on which a
date and location could be written.
A CD release poster was the final component ofthe advertisement ofthe new album.
Only 30 copies were printed, so a digital offset press onto a white, gloss finished, in-stock
paper provided the best quality for a low price. This poster, like the nonspecific one,
relied heavily on the album artwork and logo. My client asked that I keep it simple but
include the special guests that will be playing at the release party. Yellow print on top of
a dark background helped create eye-catching results.
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Observation and Inspiration
There tends to be an element of surprise expressed whenever I tell someone that I am
majoring in both art and biology, followed by a comment on the vast different between
the two. The truth is that they are very similar. Much of art, like perspective and anatomy,
is broken down scientifically. Conversely, aspects of science that cannot be represented
photographically are rendered in art. Observation is the key principle in both academic
areas.
Studying the world around me offers the biggest inspiration of my work. Since the
past five years have been dominated by undergraduate study, the subjects of my other
classes tend to come out in my artwork. The complex shapes of chemical compounds
offer geometric precision. Cellular structures, microorganisms, and plants suggest
interesting organic shapes while countless animals catch my attention with vibrant
coloring or fascinating structures. Nature intrigues me, which is why it ends up as the
primary subject matter of so many of my pieces and this thesis is no exception.

Conclusion
I can see the progress that I have made over the course of this thesis involving my
design skills, computer proficiency, and time management. The process of going through
countless editing sessions over the lyrics, each time requiring numerous tweaks to
spacing never became tedious and I never had to make time to see it got done. Instead, it
was merely part of my day, tucked between class and extracurricular activities. Though it
would get frustrating at times to change the same body of text repeatedly, it got closer to
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what my client wanted each time and I grew happier with the piece myself. I have never
dealt with such a large block of text and now I feel I have conquered it.
The same can be said about Adobe Photoshop. I was unfamiliar with the program
before this project, but used it to combine the images for the front cover artwork. The
client had countless demands to change small aspects, which pushed me to learn the
program to create a successful piece. As a result, I am no longer intimidated by the
thought of using photography in future projects.
1 am still not sure if I have the talent to be a great graphic designer, but it is something
1 enjoy immensely and I feel that I have created aesthetically pleasing, well designed
work with this thesis. There are plenty offreelance art projects in the world, so following
a career path other than gi*aphic design does not mean I can’t still be a paid artist. I will
always use the methods of observation learned in art in conjunction with those learned in
biology to soak up the world around me with an open mind, digest it, and regurgitate it
onto paper, canvas, or a computer screen. In fact, my continued practice of art on a
regular basis will be necessary to my survival in the real world, at least mentally.
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